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ABSTRACT 

 
The Arab Food Security and the Horizons of 

Its Achieving In Globalization 

The Arab food security represents one of the elements of the 

Arab national security, and the degree of its stability as far as 

depends on it. 

The problem of Arab food has begun to appear at the 

beginning of 1960's, whereas the Arab homeland was the main 

source for food before the above mentioned period. 

As a matter of fact, it was well known that the Europe faced 

same problem at the beginning of the industrial revolution so the 

would has realized and understood the danger of that specially 

after the food world crisis in 1972 which threatened a large 

number of countries with famine. 

After the Second World War the international economy has 

witnessed serious changes so that the industrial countries to 

regulate and control the monitorial and financial policies as the 

international monetary fund and the international bank for 

invested policies. 

The multi identities companies have played the greatest rule 

in controlling the international economy especially at the last 

decade of the 20th century which has witnessed the break down 

USSR and the dominancy of capital system on the affairs of the 

world. 



This events have helped the concept of globalization to be 

adopted and to establish the forth mechanism of globalization in 

addition for the three above mentioned mechanism which is 

called the World of Trade Organization. 

By these mechanisms the globalization has completed its 

full control on the international trade which was the agricultural 

trade one of them especially when the Uruguayan round 

conformed the agricultural agreement. 

This economic developments especially for the agricultural 

issue have negatively affected on the third world countries in 

which the Arab homeland located and have given the industrial 

countries the full dominancy on food production and trade and 

made the Arab food security facing a serious challenge due to 

the big shortage in rates of food production along four decade 

ago in 20th century adding for that the international changes 

which have enlarged the gap of food production between the 

Arab countries and the industrial countries. 

 This has led the Arab to concern about the international 

food markets due to the increasing of importing rates comparing 

with the other international rates. 

Mostly the norms of Globalization have a negative affects 

on the Arab food security due to the deep gap of Quality and 

Quantity of food between the and industrial countries although 

the Arab efforts have been done to Improve and developing the 

Means of food production. Addition for that the food security 

data of the big groups of food production are still low which 



mea in general that the situation of Arab food is not safety 

although the vas natural sources and human being they have 

them. In order to improve the values the food security data Arab 

must depend on the sell- potentialities they have, and Improving 

them in order to reduce the food gap firstly and to achieve the 

required excess of quantities food production the other necessity 

is the work to found an Arab economic glomeration to reduce 

the negative affects on the Arab homeland caused by the 

International changes and update the mechanism of food 

production by learning and following all the Intentional 

economic developments                                                                                        

 

 

 


